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1) PURPOSE OF THE ASSET MANAGERS TECH C-SUITE HANDBOOK – Asset Managers Tech (“AMT”) is a 

not for profit trade group that has been formed by a number of firms in the asset management industry 

so that all industry members can learn more – mainly from each other -- about Modern Technology.  

The “C-Suite Handbook” is designed to spread the word about the general nature and scope of Modern 

Tech, including AI and Cloud Computing, as it relates to investment managers. The C-Suite Handbook 

will include suggestions to senior executives and others in the asset management industry who, for 

instance, are perhaps thinking about tailoring today’s various tech-driven opportunities to their basic 

business activities. In many cases, these executives might also be looking closely at the current 

investment advisory services offered by their firms, recognizing the potential need to offer new types of 

financial products to long standing clients, during this period of industry change. 

Next Steps – Senior executives at buy-side firms are being requested at this time to send us any changes 

they would like to make in the above-stated purpose of the Handbook. We believe the Handbook (due 

by 4/7) would be a helpful industry resource at this time. In any event, AMT welcomes insights from all 

industry members. Furthermore, we will be talking to many industry members about the Handbook 

Initiative, so AMT values input from all constituents in order to send the right message to everyone. 

George Marootian and Xavier Touret of Natixis Investment Managers, Bill Mennonna of PNC Capital 

Investors, James Wallin of AB Global, Tim Selby of Alston & Bird, Joe Sack of AMT, and Toby Lewis of 

Novum Insights will be reaching out to our many industry colleagues for input as they draft the 

Handbook and, at the same time, advance the broader Handbook Initiative [i.e., 2) through 7) below]. 

2) CLOUD COMPUTING’S BENEFITS – AMT believes that it is generally helpful for an investment manager 

to let some or all of its clients know about the benefits of Cloud computing in the form of easy to 

understand illustrations. Cloud providers include Big Tech firms such as Microsoft and Amazon Web 

Services. AMT has come to believe that it would be generally timely and reassuring for some investors to 

hear on a regular basis from their investment managers about each manager’s joint efforts with these 

top tier Cloud organizations. 

Next Steps – How far do we want to go with illustrations in our Handbook to show the benefits of Cloud 

computing? The Handbook, after all, is actually intended to serve as both an information piece and an 



opportunity for “straight talk” about Modern Tech to build upon client relationships at a time when 

technology is such a hot topic. 

3) DIGITAL TRANSACTION PROCESSING FROM DTCC – Investment managers are now in a position to 

receive real time digital transaction data from the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation, which 

clears and settles securities trades for all market participants. Such trade processing data could 

conceivably be used by managers to develop their own new services or products to allow clients, for 

instance, to have more direct access to their accounts. What is most significant at this juncture, of 

course, is that DTCC is doing its part to step up its services concerning Modern Technology.  

Next Steps – DTCC does have a lot of digital data at this point. Is it appropriate for the buy-side industry 

to arrange for a contingent of its IT executives to sit down with the leadership of DTCC and talk about 

how best we might be able to use their APIs? Perhaps any ideas that come out of this kind of meeting 

could be addressed further at DTCC’s major public event in NYC in April of this year. 

4) REGTECH – In order to be in a position to move quickly and decisively when it comes to Modern Tech 

business opportunities, it makes sense for investment managers to cultivate a dialogue about financial 

services “technology trends” with regulatory officials at informal educational meetings. Such meetings, 

of course, could be requested and arranged by Asset Managers Tech. AMT monitors the technology 

agenda of the SEC, FINRA and other regulatory organizations; and these organizations would typically be 

pleased to discuss common interests regarding Modern Tech with a group of experienced investment 

management professionals from our participating AMT firms. 

Next Steps – It is indeed important to begin a dialogue, as generally described above. Joe Sack, on behalf 

of AMT, is certainly happy to arrange for several initial meetings to be held in D.C. in the spring with 

various interested regulators. We will also enlist several buy-side CEOs or other C-Suite professionals to 

accompany our representatives at these meetings. 

5) EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND GLOBALIZATION OF MODERN TECH – It is worth mentioning that 

AMT’s President, Joe Sack, is based in Boston, MA on a part time basis, so we monitor developments 

among academicians in the technology field in the Boston community. Also, many of our Webcasts and 

other meetings are coordinated from London by our Conference Director, Petra Johansson, who is based 

there. In addition, Toby Lewis, CEO of Novum Insights, is a co-founder of Asset Managers Tech and is 

headquartered in London as well. AMT is geared to engage participating professionals wherever it is 

necessary to enrich our efforts concerning the C-Suite Handbook. 

Next Steps – To advance our broad reach, we are committed to working with Mr. Lewis and to ask him 

to consider the benefits of arranging one or more conference calls with high profile members of the 

financial community in London; we need to commit to Toby that we will deliver corresponding U.S. 

attendees once such a meeting is scheduled. We could also invite DTCC representatives to join such a 

meeting, thereby combining trade group efforts (namely, our previously discussed interest in APIs) that 

entail common content or related policy issues. 

6) DEVELOPERS AND INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS – It is quite apparent in the asset management 

industry that Technology Developers and Investment Professionals are becoming “joined at the hip” on 

many tech-driven initiatives. This is especially true on trading desks. Thus, a Developer/Trader Team 

might perhaps reach out to a vendor such as an electronic trading platform to discuss standard elements 



of Modern Technology. AMT, in its trade group role, would welcome the opportunity to serve as a 

middle party in arranging educational meetings for Developer/Investment Professional Teams (from our 

various AMT firms) with any interested third-party vendor candidates. And AMT would be pleased to 

include any noteworthy items in the C-Suite Handbook. 

Next Steps -- Start talking this up with the Teams and then go for it! 

7) PROFESSIONALS LEARN FROM OTHER PROFESSIONALS WHEN IT COMES TO AI AND MODERN 

TECHNOLOGY – AMT’s efforts as a tech-driven trade group for the past year and a half have left us with 

the clear-cut impression that “there are no manuals” concerning today’s dynamic technology revolution. 

Professionals learn from each other. Our mission is to focus on generally uplifting the industry’s overall 

efforts in this area. 

Next Steps – AMT needs to gather more information on this matter. Once we do that, several of our 

industry leaders from firms like Natixis Investment Managers & PNC Capital Advisors, in cooperation 

with Alston & Bird’s Tim Selby and AMT’s Joe Sack, might be willing to huddle and decide how other 

Next Steps can be further developed by AMT.  

 

CONCLUSION 

       In closing, AMT believes it is necessary to emphasize the importance of executive industry-driven 

leadership concerning our unique trade group effort to represent and support the buy-side regarding 

Modern Technology. It is apparent that a tech-driven asset management industry is here to stay. For 

example, the ESG movement (meaning environmental, social and corporate governance) certainly 

underscores this point. In fact, ESG is not a trade-off; rather it is generally designed to provide 

investment opportunities for the clients of investment managers.  

       Further, ESG is indeed fundamentally tech-driven. Accordingly, AMT is pleased to foster efforts to 

promote ESG technology and wholeheartedly considers environmental sustainability to be one of its top 

tier trade group objectives. We intend to address ESG & Tech in our C-Suite Handbook. 

       Regarding the rapid growth of the overall digital movement, we believe very strongly in a top down 

trend. That is, technology will affect everyone and will likely be diffused into the business in the next ten 

years. Of course, this outcome would be more likely to occur if the C-Suite determines to pursue this 

apparent opportunity.  

       In sum, in light of the seven Handbook steps that AMT has articulated above and given the high bar 

that must be achieved to more fully launch AMT in its non-profit trade association context, we have 

fortunately engaged the support of top industry leaders in the U.S. These leaders are affiliated with 

Natixis Investment Managers (Xavier Touret and George Marootian), State Street Global Advisors (David 

Boatwright, 2019), PNC Capital Advisors (William Mennonna), AB Global (James Wallin), and Alston & 

Bird (Tim Selby, Esq., who also serves as Chair of The New York Alternative Investment Roundtable). We 

are grateful to these professionals; and, of course, we fully anticipate the active participation of 

additional firms in the near future. 

Respectfully submitted to AMT Colleagues, by Asset Managers Tech www.assetmanagers.tech  



 

   

        

        

 

 

 

 

                                                             

 


